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Abstract

stead, researchers could train models on other sources of
text with clear and available labels and subsequently apply
them to the desired texts using cross-domain learning.

The measurement of ideology is one of the major applications of text analysis in political science. However, researchers often face scarcity of available labelled data to
train supervised models for their specific domain. Manual
annotation is costly and often severely affected by subjective bias. We propose the use of cross-domain learning to
fine-tune transformer models on available, labelled political texts issued by political parties to obtain a classifier
of political ideology. Using a unique dataset of newspaper
articles authored by politicians, we test such an application in the German context. Comparing transformer neural networks fine-tuned on different data sets of party press
releases, we present evidence on the feasibility of such an
approach. This contributes to the broad literature on text
analysis in the political domain, informing researchers on
the limitations of training powerful deep learning models
on political language with scarce training data. The experiments conducted by the authors indicate that the training
on party labels cannot be easily translated to the domain
of newspaper articles but that supervised models are highly
sensitive to minor changes in the inputs. It is thus recommended to refrain from using deep learning in the absence
of sufficient training data1 .

We conduct experiments with fine-tuned deep learning
models to understand if and how cross-domain learning can
be used to measure bias in the absence of abundant training
data. We fine-tune a deep neural network to predict the authoring political party of German press releases. Once the
model predicts the authoring party of a press releases sufficiently well, we apply it to estimate the bias of newspaper
articles. To determine the best model we conduct experiments with different hyperparameter settings and compare
different layer structures. While the application of transformers to measure bias is not entirely new in political science [23], we want to move beyond the current state-ofthe-art by measuring the precise implications of different
fine-tuning procedures.
Beyond testing the effectiveness of this two-step finetuning process, our project seeks to contribute to ongoing
efforts to capture and measure bias/slant in newspaper articles. Newspapers represent an important institution in the
political world, affecting phenomena ranging from polarization to voter turnout. Much like the shadows in Plato’s
cave allegory, news provide elites and citizens with a representation of a reality they are not able to see themselves
[16]. The media have the power to affect voting behaviour
[4, 10], as well as polarise the electorate [12] or motivate
them to turn out to vote [6].

1. Introduction
The measurement of ideology and political bias2 are the
subject of much research on political texts [2, 11, 20]. Despite significant advances in our understanding and detection of ideology, most researchers still face significant constraints when working with text. Notably, they face a lack
of appropriately labelled training data for supervised learning. This is linked to the high costs incurred by manually
annotating a significant number of speeches, texts, or sentences. Often, the detection of ideological bias might be
highly dependent on the coders’ subjective assessment. In-

Given the importance of the news media for the study of
politics, it is surprising that few papers deploy state-of-theart deep learning technologies to classify ideological bias
in news articles. Gentzkow and Shapiro estimate slant in
US newspapers by identifying bi- and trigrams’ indicative
of a congressional speakers’ party, and apply the resulting
dictionary to newspapers to scale them [6]. More recently,
Widmer et al. have assessed polarisation in the US media
environment using a supervised model. They train a classifier on bigrams, predicting whether content was produced
by a left-leaning network (CNN) or a right-leaning network
(Fox news) [24]. We believe both approaches are likely inferior to more complex deep learning models, as such novel
approach would not incorporate idiosyncratic phrases used

1 GitHub repository:
https://github.com/nicolaiberk/
nlpdl_project
2 ’Political bias’, ’ideological slant’ and variations of the two are used
interchangeably in this report.
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by the specific networks identified to train the data. Using
party labels to train classifiers is more straightforward, as
it places newspapers within the existing context. If existing approaches to classify newspaper slant can be improved
upon, or even just complemented, we could provide an additional tool for researchers to study drivers and effects of
media bias. A working state-of-the-art model might even renew interest in the subject matter and encourage researchers
to find new and exciting applications for it.
Outside of academia, a confident and robust classifier of
newspaper bias might help readers identify overly partisan
articles. This would perhaps encourage them to approach
certain news sources with more scepticism and hold news
outlets to higher editorial standards. At the very least, it
could encourage readers to think about their media consumption habits. In the long run, the highlighting of biases
in articles might counteract the worrying polarization of entire electorates.
While the overall intention of the paper holds, our
experiments do indicate that the training on party labels
cannot be easily translated to the domain of newspaper
articles. While our models show impressive performance in
validation, out-of-sample test sets, and when censoring crucial information like party labels, they do not translate into
stable and accurate classifiers of newspaper bias. While the
broad expectations of newspapers’ left-right placement are
always confirmed, the predictions concerning an article’s
similarity to a given political party are highly sensitive to
minor changes in the inputs.

pers on ideology. Gentzkow and Shapiro estimate slant in
US newspapers by identifying bi- and trigrams’ indicative
of a congressional speakers’ party, and apply the resulting
dictionary to newspapers to scale them [6]. More recently,
Widmer et al. have assessed polarisation in the US media
environment using a supervised model. They train a classifier on bigrams, predicting whether content was produced
by a left-leaning network (CNN) or a right-leaning network
(Fox news) [24].
We believe both approaches are likely inferior to more
complex deep learning models. Our approach that finetunes Distilbert embeddings on political text (in the form
of party press releases) should be more accurate and better suited to detect ideological leanings in other texts, such
as news articles [19]. It places newspapers within an existing political context, rather than distinguishing them based
on stylistic choices or simple (but ultimately meaning-less)
word choice. However, any algorithm trained on one dataset
and applied to another must be subject to careful validation.
A recent (yet unpublished) contribution proposes
”cross-domain topic classification” to classify topics in
parliamentary debates using a classifier trained on party
manifestos ([14]). While this is very close to our approach,
we improve upon this contribution in three distinct ways.
First, while Osnabrügge et al employ relatively simple
regression models using a bag-of-words approach, we
propose the use of advanced deep learning techniques to
uncover deeper meaning. Second, scaling similarity to
political parties is a generalisable approach, as they are the
major organising units of political conflict in contemporary
Western societies. Additionally, party communication does
not necessitate further labelling.

2. Related Work
Measuring ideology is the prime use-case of automated
text analysis in political science. While some work has used
supervised learning to understand political polarisation [1]
as well as media slant [24], this existing work estimates the
polarisation of political actors or newspapers across time,
or simply the similarity of one news source to others. Existing models have for the most part relied on bag-of-words
approaches, including the scaling of texts using supervised
[11] or unsupervised models [21]. Unsurprisingly, the performance of these models has so far proven unreliable, lagging behind the accuracy of human coders or expert judgement [3, 7, 8]. Recent applications have assessed the ability
of deep learning models to replicate human coding of party
manifestos [2] or estimate ideology directly using supervised classification [20]. These applications predominantly
employ RNNs or CNNs, which we feel could be improved
upon with state-of-the-art transformer neural networks.
Much less work has been devoted to the measurement of
the ideological leaning of newspapers. While some work
has assessed the impact of endorsements of specific candidates [4, 10], there have been few attempts to scale newspa-

3. Proposed Method
We propose the use of cross-domain learning to identify newspaper slant: a pre-trained transformers model is
fine-tuned to identify the authoring party of press releases.
Then, this model is applied to a range of newspaper articles, indicating which parties’ communication an article
most resembles. This approach is useful, as political parties represent the major organisers of and reference points
for political ideology. More importantly, party-issued political texts constitute data that already carry ideological labels
and need no further labour for annotation. It therefor represents an efficient and broadly available source of data for
cross-domain learning to identify ideological bias in newspaper articles. ’Bias’ is here defined as the similarity of a
set of text to a given party’s communication. This is a reasonable definition, as political parties constitute the major
points of reference and organizers of ideology in contemporary democracies.
In detail, we employ pre-trained German-language Dis2

tilBert transformer models .3 and compare how three different training processes affect model performance. We expect
optimal performance from a transformer neural network
that was fine-tuned in two steps. First we use the pre-trained
model to classify party press releases by issuing party. Secondly, the model is applied in its actual domain to estimate
ideological bias in news articles. We subsequently validate
the model using domain-specific survey data. These unique
data have the advantage of carrying party labels, allowing a
direct transfer of the categories from the initial fine-tuning
process (first step) to the outcome of interest.

Software : All software for this project was self-written.
However, we relied on the programming languages R ([17])
and Python ([22]), as well as corresponding packages, most
importantly Huggingface’s transfomers ([25]) and pytorch
([15]) for the training of our models. Any coding necessary
for this project was done by either of the authors and relied
on Google Colab’s free web version. The visualisation of
the different training runs was done through the wandb.ai
platform.
Evaluation method:
Study 1: We use pre-trained DistilBert embeddings that
we fine-tune on party press releases to see how well such
a transformers model can classify political texts. We then
experiment with different hyperparameter specifications to
find the most accurate setup. Finally we see whether the addition of an extra layer (an LSTM in our case) might change
the performance of our model.
Study 2: Given that the unexpectedly high performance
, we ’blindfold’ the model, removing party labels from the
input data. This should help us to understand whether the
classifier is able to distinguish press releases based on partisan rhetoric alone. Additionally, we predict a dataset of
press releases following temporally on the training set. This
out-of sample prediction should detect any over-fitting in
our data; weak performance in the test set would be a strong
indication of it.
Study 3: We use the models trained in study 1 to estimate the ideological bias in 4,000 newspaper articles from
German newspapers FAZ, Spiegel Online, TAZ, and Welt.
We compare the different models’ output with survey data
on the partisan slant by newspaper readers and assess the
stability of the results.

1. A baseline model using DisitlBert with a linear classification layer.
2. Several models with differently adjusted hyperparameters.
3. A model with an additional LSTM layer prior to classification.
This approach allows to assess by how much model
performance is improved upon, when including information
from both party press releases. If this model performs well,
this constitutes strong evidence that party communication
can be used to train classifiers which are applied in a
diverse set of domains with scarce or no training data. If
our model performs well, this would corroborate the idea
that information from available sets of texts from political
actors can be used to improve ideology measurements for
other sets of text.

4. Experiments
Data: In this project, we planned to use three distinct
data sources:

Experimental details: In total, we trained 6 different
models our input data. We use the ’distilbert-base-germancased’ pre-trained model from the Huggingface transformer
library5 as the underlying basis of our model. This smaller
version of BERT has been trained to efficiently solve different classification tasks on 12 GB of German language
data, including Wikipedia, legal data, and news. We finetune the German DistilBert model on our press release data.
The classification layer in our transformers model consists
of two linear transformations with a ReLU activation in between. For our baseline model, we decided to retain the
default hyperparamater specification; three training epochs,
a training batch size of 16, a weight decay of 0.01 for regularisation and a learning rate for the Adam optimizer of
5e − 5 6 .

• A dataset of over 40,000 German party press releases issued between 2010 and 2019, collected by the
SCRIPTS project4 .
• A collection of over 2 million German newspaper articles from six major newspapers, published between
2013 and 2019, collected by one of the authors in a
previous project ([9]).
• A survey of newspaper readers asking them about the
partisan bias of their newspaper, to generate a first indication of the expected results ([18]).
3 Link to the model page:
https://huggingface.co/
transformers/model_doc/distilbert.html
4 https://www.scripts-berlin.eu/index.html. Special
thanks go to Lukas Stötzer for the effortless (for us) provision of the data.

5 https://huggingface.co/bert-base-german-cased.
6 The model’s default settings can be found here:
https:
//huggingface.co/distilbert-base-german-cased/
blob/main/config.json.
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In addition to the previous model, we also ran a number of experiments to determine the optimal hyperparameter settings. In our choice of experiments we largely followed the guidelines suggested by the authors of the original BERT paper [5]. We ran through the following setups:
• Training epochs: 2, 3, 4
• Training batch size: 16, 32
• Learning rate for the Adam optimizer: 5e − 5, 3e −
5, 2e − 5

Table 1: Performance of default DistilBert model for the
classification of party press releases.

• We apply a weight decay as a form of regularisation:
0.01

The results of the different experiments can be found in
figures 1a through 1b. To run these experiments we split our
data into 3 randomly sampled parts; a training set (80%), a
validation set (10%) and a test set (10%). Following convention, we measured the performance during our experiments only on the validation set and held out the test set for
an eventual performance evaluation of our chosen model.
Regarding the different experiments, it became clear that
the main difference relates to the learning rate.
When setting the learning rate lower than 5e − 5, the
model performs worse across all the metrics. We believe
that this a sign that it takes too long for the stochastic gradient descent algorithm (Adam) to converge to the optimum.
The change in epochs also did not significantly impact the
overall performance of the models. Given that the 3 epoch
model performed only slightly worse than the model trained
for 4 epochs, yet was computationally less demanding, we
decided to retain the 3 epochs as our optimal model. When
increasing the batch size from 16 to 32, the model improved
slightly in accuracy. In the end we decided to stick with the
first model specification (3 epochs, learning rate of 5e − 5
and batch size 16), which offers the best trade-off between
accuracy and computational efficacy. However, we were
not content to simply tune the different hyperparameters.
We also wanted to understand how a more complex layers would affect the neural network, so we added an LSTM
layer before the dense classification layer in our baseline
model. Unfortunately, we did not realize at the time that this
model conception is essentially overkill, given that transformers model capture many of the same contextual variables as an LSTM would. For this reason, we will not discuss this architecture in more detail.

1. As the reader can see, the model performs at a very
high, near-perfect level for all categories. The impressive
performance of this model on the press releases was rather
surprising to the authors. Indeed, this performance seemed
too good to be true and raised a number of concerns, most
notably regarding issues of overfitting. Therefore, we felt
compelled to take took further steps to check the robustness
of the model performance by changing the input data in two
distinct ways.
First, we ”blindfolded” our model by excluding party labels and any words referring to the parties (such as partyrelated colours) from the analysis (the full list of terms excluded can be found in Appendix A). If the model performs
drops off significantly, this would suggest that transformer
picks up and incorporates party-specific clues or speech patterns that could artificially inflate its accuracy. Should the
model continue to perform at such a high-level however, we
would have to start considering that the model is indeed this
accurate.
Unfortunately, even if our model remains accurate in the
face of our ”blindfolding” method, it will not dispel all the
scepticism towards its performance. Therefore, we conducted second robustness check. This consists of a train-test
split based on the date of the press release. The idea behind
this is to simulate the model’s performance on temporally
unseen data. By training and evaluating the model’s accuracy on press releases prior to 1st of January 2018, and then
testing it on press releases that were released after January
2018, we can emulate real-world applications of the model.
Hopefully, this would detect if the model were to overfit
in the training process. A serious drop in performance on
the out-of sample set would indicate that our model learned
time specific speech-patterns and can only apply them to
test data that is contemporary to its training data. Evidently
this would dilute the usefulness of the model severely.

Results, study 1: Having chosen our optimal model, we
then computed the different performance metrics on the as
of yet unseen test set. Its performance is shown in table

Results, study 2: Table 2 shows the performance of the
blindfolded classifier predicting a validation set from the
same sampling period as the training data. As the reader

• Maximum sequence length (longer articles were truncated): 512
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(a) Precision

(b) Training-Loss

Figure 1: Performance across the different experimental models on a series of key metrics.
can see, the performance is virtually identical. This is very,
very surprising, given that the most obvious cues - references to other parties. Have been removed. This indicates
one of three things. First, the performance might accurately
describe the classifiers ability to distinguish partisan differences in language. We will discuss this option further in a
moment. Second, we might have missed some obvious cues
in the blindfolding process. While our dictionary of party
references is rather extensive (see Appendix A), it might
still omit important cues that we did not think of. One way
to address this issue in the future might be to use word embeddings to expand our dictionary for blindfolding. A third
option is that BERT is too powerful, learning some spurious statistical cues to place party press releases with parties

([13]).
As stated previously, this performance, while impressive, will likely not suffice to convince us that no overfitting is taking place. We therefore move on to robustness
check 2, which uses the model to predict labels of an out-of
sample dataset. If the performance is strongly affected, we
are overfitting on the training set. Table 3 shows the performance for this temporally delayed test sample. As we
can see, the performance is still very high for many parties, nearly perfectly predicting press releases issued by the
Greens, Linke, and Union. AfD and FDP show somewhat
decreased but still great performance, although the recall
for FDP press releases is not great at .72. However, the
precision is severely decreased for the SPD at about .52.
5

dinal Election Study’s Rolling Cross-Section (GLES-RCS;
[18]). The study asked respondents whether they read a
daily newspaper, and if so, whether they felt the newspaper’s reporting favored certain parties over others. While
these estimates are likely biased by the respondents own
political stances (and as such likely underestimate the ideological extremity of their paper), they do provide a first clue.
Table 4 shows the aggregated results of this question. We
can see that - in line with our initial expectation, FAZ and
Welt are placed close to the centre-right Union and FDP (but
also SPD), while the more left-wing TAZ is placed close to
the three centre-left and left parties (Linke, Grüne, SPD;
but note that this estimate is based on only 89 respondents).
None of the newspapers is considered to contain coverage
particularly favorable for the AfD.

Table 2: Performance of default BERT model for the classification of party press releases based on the censored insample data.

Paper

Linke

Grüne

SPD

Union

FDP

AfD

N

FAZ
TAZ
Welt

0.01
0.23
0.01

0.02
0.24
0.02

0.11
0.27
0.18

0.33
0.16
0.35

0.11
0.04
0.09

0
0
0.03

390
89
209

Table 4: Validation reference: readers’ assessment of newspapers’ bias
Table 3: Performance of default BERT model for the classification of party press releases based on the censored outof-sample data.

We estimated the similarity of reporting by German
newspapers FAZ, Spiegel, TAZ and Welt using the simple
BERT model, trained on the full data. The results can be
seen in table 5, which shows the average probability for
an article assigned by the classifier. As expected, FAZ and
Welt are very similar to Union (81%) and FDP (58%/55%),
but also rather similar to the Greens (36%/35%). While they
show the highest similarity to the AfD (8%/7%), similarity
to the radical-right party is generally on a very low level
among all newspapers. Spiegel Online (SPON) shows lower
similarity to the FDP and closer to Union and Greens, but
is generally rather similar to the right-wing newspapers. As
expected, the TAZ shows a comparatively different profile,
being very similar to the Greens (average likelihood 70%),
and less similar to the Union parties (41%), the FDP (32%),
and the AfD (5%). Surprisingly, it also shows the lowest
similarity to the Linke (13%). Maybe most surprising is
the general low similarity to SPD press releases (4%/5%).
It seems the party has a rather distinctive style in its press
releases.
While the general placement of newspapers is rather similar to the readers’ placement (TAZ more left-wing compared to Welt and FAZ), two things are not in line with expectations: the low representation of the SPD in the news
articles, and the lowest score for the Linke in the TAZ articles - after all, this is the most left-wing publication.
We restricted the time-frame of the training data to reflect
the time-frame of the newspaper articles (2013 - 2018). This

Inspection of the cross tabulation for predicted and actual
labels indicates that the classifier confuses AfD and FDP
press releases for SPD press releases (c.f. Appendix figure
6).
It is somewhat hard to make clear statements based on
this evidence, but given that AfD and SPD occupy opposite
ends of the ideological spectrum and that one is an opposition, the other a governing party, a well-performing classifier should not confuse the two. It is thus more likely
that the classifier picks up spurious relationships in the data
that we do not understand. However, before concluding, we
will assess whether the newspaper estimates produced by
the DistilBert model are in line with our expectations and
stable across different specifications.
Results, study 3: We classified a training set of 4,000
newspaper articles using the models described above. We
expected articles from conservative newspapers FAZ and
Welt to be more similar to Union and FDP and possibly the
AfD, especially compared to the progressive TAZ. Spiegel
Online (SPON) is expected to be equally similar to rightand leftwing newspapers.
For the three daily newspapers, we can validate our expectation using survey data from the 2017 German Longitu6

Paper

Linke

Grüne

SPD

Union

FDP

AfD

FAZ
Spiegel
TAZ
Welt

0.15
0.11
0.13
0.15

0.36
0.39
0.69
0.35

0.05
0.05
0.04
0.05

0.81
0.89
0.41
0.81

0.58
0.34
0.32
0.55

0.08
0.07
0.05
0.07

that is in line with expectations. However, the Grüne are
now least represented in all newspapers. Even the leftwing TAZ bears stronger similarities to the far-right AfD
than the Grüne. The right-wing newspapers are now showing the highest similarity to the SPD, which is non-intuitive
and in direct contradicition to our survey data. All newspapers show very weak resemblance to Union press releases,
again contradicting the survey data. The high similarity to
the FDP has even more increased, with the average news
article in FAZ, Spiegel, and Welt being estimated to be
over 90% similar to FDP press-releases. Even the left-wing
TAZ shows the second highest resemblance to the economically right-wing party. This is maybe the strongest inconsistency with the survey data. Lastly, the similarity to the
AfD was somewhat decreased. The right-wing newspapers
show stronger resemblance with the far-right party than the
others, but all estimates are higher than what is expected
from the survey data.

Table 5: Mean similarity estimate to each party by newspaper, based on training data including party labels.

should ensure that performance for all parties is similar and
not driven by the higher prevalence of similar topics in the
training data press releases. This minor change severely affected our results, as shown in table 6. Resemblance of all
newspapers towards Greens and Union have strongly decreased, while resemblance to Linke, SPD, and especially
FDP and AfD has strongly increased. All newspapers (including the left-wing TAZ) are now estimated to strongly
resemble the FDP instead of the Union. While the higher
estimates for SPD are welcomed and in line with readers’
expectations, the strong resemblance with the FDP is puzzling, as are the high scores for the AfD and low scores for
the Union.

Table 7: Placement of newspapers using blindfolded classifier.

Table 6: Placement of newspapers with date-restricted training data.
Paper

Linke

Grüne

SPD

Union

FDP

AfD

FAZ
Spiegel
TAZ
Welt

0.20
0.13
0.22
0.20

0.20
0.17
0.11
0.15

0.26
0.23
0.67
0.26

0.19
0.07
0.20
0.24

0.85
0.94
0.49
0.84

0.40
0.16
0.29
0.37

Paper

Linke

Grüne

SPD

Union

FDP

AfD

FAZ
Spiegel
TAZ
Welt

0.17
0.15
0.62
0.16

0.08
0.06
0.08
0.11

0.35
0.18
0.23
0.31

0.10
0.22
0.07
0.10

0.95
0.94
0.60
0.93

0.20
0.12
0.17
0.20

5. Analysis
Despite the different experiments and the qualitative adjustments that we made to our model and input data, it looks
like our chosen model performance continues to be extremely high and that across the different categories. Since
none of our robustness checks seems to have had much of
an impact, beyond the estimated drop-off in accuracy due to
out-of-sample projection, we are tempted to conclude that
our model truly is that well performing. Had we observed
significantly different results for the blindfolded model or
the temporally input data, this would have suggested problems of overfitting. While we cannot rule them out entirely,
the overall picture does seem to suggest that transformers
perform extremely well on party press releases. Looking
at the training loss reduction in 1b we can also see that the
smaller learning rate, had we trained it for more epochs,
would have converged to the same accuracy levels as the
highest learning rate. This is further suggestive evidence
that we are not dealing with overfitting.
When it comes to the transfer to other text data, i.e. our
newspaper articles, the picture is less clear. It is unfortunate, but so far no stability emerged in the estimates assessed. Here, small changes in the input data resulted in

We think that - especially in case of the AfD - coverage
about the party might be mis-classified as coverage similar
to the parties’ language. Hence, as in Study 1, we use the
’blindfolded’ classifier to estimate the partisan slant of news
coverage. Although it could be argued that party labels are a
very important source of information as even negative coverage about a party can increase voters’ awareness about
the party and subsequently its electoral performance. Nevertheless, coverage about a party does not mean that that
coverage is biased towards that party. More importantly,
party labels that are highly indicative of press release authorship convey little information about ideological bias in
news reporting.
Table 7 shows the estimates of this ’blindfolded’ classifier. They are somewhat similar to the full but also timerestricted data presented before, but with few marked differences. The Linke is now strongly represented in the TAZ,
especially compared to the other newspapers - an estimate
7
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media slant. This is most likely due to the differences in
structure, tone and sentence choice between press releases
and newspapers. As it stands, the performance of our model
is encouraging however for purely party political texts and
offers a wide array of applications in political science.
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6. Conclusions
The recommendation at this point is that researchers with
cross-domain classification problems think hard about their
input data, carefully validating their results, or apply simpler techniques where the estimates are more directly interpretable, such as regression. Nevertheless, cross-domain
applications of deep learning are a promising avenue for
further research. Future work here should assess how properties of the input data affect estimates in another domain
and think carefully about validation to develop best practices for researches seeking to apply such methods.
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Figure 2: F1-metric

9. Appendix
Appendix A Regular expressions excluded for ’blindfolding’, separated by comma:
CDU, Christlich Demokratische Union, Christlich[Dd]emokratische Union, CSU, Christlich-[Ss]oziale
Union,
Christlich Soziale Union,
[Ss]chwarzes,
[Ss]chwarzer, [Ss]chwarzem, [Ss]chwarzen, [Ss]chwarze,
[Ss]chwarz,
Union,
SPD, [Ss]ozialdemokratische
Partei
Deutschlands,
[Ss]ozialdemokratisch,
[Ss]ozialdemokraten,
[Ss]ozialdemokratinnen,
[Ss]ozialdemokrat, [Rr]oter, [Rr]otes, [Rr]otem, [Rr]oten,
[Rr]ote, [Rr]ot, Bündnis90/die Grünen, Bündnis90
/ die Grünen, [Gg]rünes, [Gg]rüner, [Gg]rünem’,
[Gg]rünen, [Gg]rüne, [Gg]rün, [Ll]inke, Linkspartei,
Freie Demokratische Partei, FDP, [Gg]elber, [Gg]elbes,
[Gg]elbem, [Gg]elben, [Gg]elbe, [Gg]elb, A[fF]D,
Alternative für Deutschland

Figure 3: Accuracy

Figure 4: Learning Rate
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Figure 5: Recall
Appendix C Confusion Matrix Main Model:

Figure 6: Confusion Matrix - Main Model
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